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At Novosibirskaya HPP, the turbine
replacement was followed by
commissioning of the hydropower
unit No. 7. The upgrade will boost
Novosibirskaya HPP’s installed
capacity by 5 MW.
Cheboksarskaya HPP put into
operation hydropower unit
No. 14 following its upgrade,
which included the recovery
of the adjustable blade pitch
and the replacement of
the generator stator.

Rehabilitation and
modernization program
The rehabilitation and
modernization program draws upon
the Comprehensive Modernization
Program. While focused on
ensuring adequate maintenance
and commissioning new capacities,
it differs from the Comprehensive

Modernization Program in that it looks
to replace equipment on a case-bycase basis, bringing more advanced
alternatives to RusHydro’s facilities.
Its other priorities include extending
lifespans of the core generation
equipment, reducing production costs
and enhancing the overall economic
efficiency.
Driven by the need to ensure long-term
reliability throughout its technological
complex, JSC RAO ES East Subgroup
runs its own rehabilitation and
modernization program (as part of its
investment program). The development
and implementation of this initiative
is regulated by RusHydro Group’s
Technical Policy.

2017 to carry out an extensive upgrade
of the plant’s equipment and build gas
pipelines. It took less than a year to
build the infrastructure for an on‑site
gas pipeline and gas distribution
station, implement key utility systems
and rehabilitate the boiler to feed on
natural gas. All gas equipment has
been pre-commissioned successfully.
The plant feeds on the natural gas
coming from the Zapadno-Ozernoye
field, which is operated by SibneftChukotka.
RusHydro’s Dagestan branch
commissioned Miatlisnkaya HPP’s
hydropower unit No. 2. Now all HPP’s
turbines were replaced (hydropower
unit No. 1 was upgraded in 2015).

The rehabilitation and modernization
program saw Anadyr CHPP launch
its first gas power boiler under
a gasification agreement signed by
RusHydro and the Government of
the Chukotka Autonomous Area in May

Program for the development of energy
based on renewables1
Using renewables is a top priority
for RusHydro Group, which keeps
ramping up installed capacities by
building new HPPs and commissioning
new power generation facilities.

are implemented in isolated energy
hubs of the Far Eastern Federal
District outside of the Unified Energy
System.

RusHydro was among the first in
Russia to start developing projects
relying on geothermal, solar and wind
power generation. One of RusHydro
Group’s objectives for 2016–2020 with
an outlook until 2025 is to improve
energy efficiency by using alternative
energy sources. Most of the projects

Solar and wind power in isolated
energy hubs
Since 2012, RusHydro Group has
launched 19 solar power plants
with a total capacity of 1.6 MW and
four wind power plants with a total
2
capacity of 3.6 MW .

Given the local specifics, none of
the projects are standard by design,
the 1 MW northernmost SPP in Batagay
is not an exception. Our R&D spe
cialists have designed a prototype
wind diesel and solar diesel power
stations and tested a range of
equipment, including energy storage
units, all to be used in isolated energy
hubs of the Far Eastern Federal District.
Commissioned in November 2018,
a unique 900 kW wind power plant
in Tiksi, an isolated polar settlement
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Any renewable energy sources specified in Article 3 of Federal Law No. 35-FZ On Electric Power Industry dated March 26, 2003, excluding HPPs with an installed capacity of over 30 MW
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Including the WPP in Tiksi, which is under pre-commissioning.
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